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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A. Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates generally to the fields of dentistry and orthodontics. More particularly, the invention relates
to methods and apparatus for registering an object of known predetermined geometry to scanned three-dimensional
data such that the object’s location in space may be verified. Such a known object may comprise a three-dimensional
(3-D) digital object such as a virtual dental appliance (e.g., a virtual tooth bracket) or other like object. Knowledge of
such an object’s location is generally helpful in planning orthodontic treatment, particularly where the location of the
appliance needs to be determined or confirmed or where incomplete or poor scan data is obtained. Aspects of the
present invention provide methods of effectively verifying bracket location and displaying bracket locations using a
computer and three-dimensional virtual models of teeth.

B. Description of Related Art

[0002] In orthodontics, a patient suffering from a malocclusion is typically treated by bonding brackets to the surface
of the patient’s teeth. The brackets have slots for receiving an archwire. The bracket-archwire interaction governs forces
applied to the teeth and defines the desired direction of tooth movement. Typically, the orthodontist makes the bends
in the wire manually. During the course of treatment, the movement of the teeth is monitored so as to track the movement
of the teeth. Corrections to bracket positions and/or wire shape can made manually by the orthodontist.
[0003] One key efficiency in treatment and maximum quality in results is a realistic simulation of the treatment process.
Today’s orthodontists have the possibility of taking plaster models of the upper and lower jaw, cutting the model into
single tooth models and sticking these tooth models into a wax bed, and lining them up in the desired position. This
approach allows for reaching a desired occlusion while minimizing guess work. A next step is bonding a bracket at every
tooth model. This would tell the orthodontist the geometry of the wire to run through the bracket slots to receive a desired
result.
[0004] Different types of bracket bonding methods may be implemented. In a first method, a bracket placement tray
is used. In the bracket placement tray method, a placement tray is utilized to bond the various brackets to the tooth.
With the bracket placement tray method, the general location of bracket placement is known. Each bracket and bracket
location can be stored in memory for future retrieval.
[0005] Alternatively, a more traditional manual method may be used where the treating physician manually bonds a
bracket to each tooth. In such a manual process, the actual bracket placement is not generally known and therefore
cannot be stored for future retrieval during the treatment planning phase.
[0006] Hand-held scanners for in-vivo scanning of dentitions have now become available. One such scanner is de-
scribed in the PCT Patent Application of OraMetrix, Inc. WO 01/80761. Because a hand-held scanner allows for scans
of the dentition in a relatively short time frame, the scanner can be used to perform an original scan of the patient’s
dentition. Based on this original scan, an original 3-D virtual model of the patient’s dentition can be derived, including a
virtual model of each individual tooth. This information is then digitally recorded in some fashion, preferably in a patient
record stored in a memory of a scanning node in the scanner system or in an orthodontic workstation.
[0007] The scanner becomes an important tool throughout the monitoring treatment process. For example, as the
treatment progresses, the movement and position of the teeth can be quantified with a relatively high degree of precision.
One way to monitor the movement and position is by performing dentition monitoring scans throughout the various
phases of treatment. Monitoring scans, like the original scan, provide a three dimensional virtual image of the dentition,
including dental appliances, such as bonded brackets, archwires, and inlays.
[0008] Performing monitoring scans provide certain advantages. For example, one such advantage is that monitoring
scans allow an orthodontist to discern whether correction in an archwire configuration may be required. For example,
during the treatment process, certain biological influences may affect tooth movement. As disclosed in the above-
referenced published PCT Application WO 01/80761, treatment planning software can be used to determine whether
such corrections need to be made. For example, the treatment planning software on a workstation displays the current
situation, and also the target situation. A new customized archwire may be designed on the computer. The relevant
information for making the new archwire is sent to a precision appliance service center and a new archwire is fabricated
according to revised patient requirements and then shipped to the clinic.
[0009] Monitoring scans are also useful to measure and quantify progress while detecting deviations from the expected
treatment. Since each of the tooth objects of a current patient’s dentition is already stored as a virtual tooth model after
completion of an original scan, the monitoring scan need not be of the entire dentition. Rather, during a monitoring scan,
the subsequent scanning may need only be of one surface, such as the occlusal surface, or the lingual surface, or
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alternatively, some combination of the two.
[0010] Performing certain monitoring scans after treatment has been initiated, however, often presents certain chal-
lenges. For example, for certain scanning technologies utilizing reflected projected patterns such as described in WO
01/80167 to be successful, the scanning requires that the surface of the scanned object allow for good reflectivity in
order for the scan to adequately capture the image. There are, however, a number of complications that often arise
during a monitoring scan that can often result in obtaining either incomplete or inaccurate three dimensional surface
information.
[0011] For example, monitoring scans are often result in providing an orthodontist incomplete scan data of the entire
dentition. Because of the incomplete nature of certain monitoring scans, the resulting incomplete scan data makes the
analysis of the patient’s dentition difficult.
[0012] In addition, monitoring scans often attempt to acquire accurate and complete scan results of dental devices
having small or minute geometrical structures. For example, a monitoring scan often involves scanning pre-positioned
bonded brackets. The size of the bracket, and the bracket component parts, also pose problems in obtaining accurate
scan data.
[0013] For example, Figure 1A illustrates a typical arrangement of a bracket structure 5 of a bracket bonded to a
patient’s tooth. As shown in Figure 1A, the bracket structure 5 comprises a number of straight edge portions 4a, b, c,
and d extending out into space in the x, y, and z directions. The bracket also includes an archwire slot 3 having a very
narrow width. These portions contain sharp edges as well as certain well defined lines. This bracket arrangement 5 also
comprises two bracket wings 1a and 1b. As can be seen from Figure 1A, these bracket wings 1a,b have a defined length
L and a defined width W equal to the length of the slot 3. Obtaining accurate scan data of these types of sharp edges
and lines is often difficult since these geometrical structures cause scattering and poor image acquisition. Scattering
concerns are even more prevalent where a bracket structure is even more defined, for example, where the bracket
structure includes more than two bracket wings.
[0014] The size of the bracket also is a concern in obtaining accurate scan data. For example, conventional brackets
are often only 3 x 4 x 3 mm in size or thereabouts. The small dimension of the bracket, and therefore the bracket
component parts (wings, slot, etc.) makes obtaining accurate bracket scan data even more challenging.
[0015] These various bracket edges make it difficult to obtain accurate and complete scan information, thereby making
it difficult to obtain accurate and complete scan data and therefore construct a 3-D virtual model of the dentition plus
brackets. Due to the small size of bracket wings, bracket slots and their related geometries, the size of the bracket
structure further causes complications due to the resolution of a projected pattern that may be used in various 3D
scanning technologies. For example, where a scanner utilizes a resolution of approximately 0.25 mm, obtaining a
complete and accurate scan data from a wing of a bracket will be difficult. For example, wings 1a,b of bracket 5 may
only be 0.8mm. Furthermore, obtaining complete and accurate scan data for the slot 3 will be difficult not only because
of the slot width but also because of shadowing issues.
[0016] Incomplete and inaccurate scan data makes it difficult to construct an accurate three-dimensional model and
thereby determine where the bonded bracket actually resides in three-dimensional space. And, since it is difficult to
determine the exact position in 3-D space of the bracket, there will be further difficulty in determining the exact position
of the archwire slot, and therefore the required archwire configuration. These scanning inefficiencies may be further
prevalent where the dentition is scanned in-vivo, that is, where the object being scanned (dental appliance) is covered
with light scattering elements such as water, saliva, or other types of moisture.
[0017] Another scanning quality issue that may arise during treatment concerns performing a monitoring scan after a
patient’s teeth have moved, as a result of the treatment or biological process. For example, the treatment process
oftentimes begins with an orthodontist making an original dentition scan of a patient beginning the treatment process
and deriving an original three dimensional virtual model of the patient’s dentition. As previously described, an original
scan will establish an original virtual 3-D model of each tooth without any type of dental appliance previously installed.
In such a situation, the complete virtual model would contain an individual virtual tooth model for each tooth, excluding
dental appliances. Therefore, the previously described scanning quality concerns relating to either incomplete or inac-
curate scan data would not be present.
[0018] However, for certain patients, sometime after a first scan is completed and an original three-dimensional virtual
model has been derived, a bracket placement tray is fabricated. The bracket placement tray enables the brackets to be
bonded to the teeth. Some time later, after the bracket tray is fabricated and only after the brackets have been bonded
to the dentition, the patient will undergo a monitoring scan. One reason for the monitoring scan is to confirm accurate
bracket positioning (i.e., to confirm that the bracket placement tray placed the bracket at the desired location). Because
of certain inherent logistical delays, the monitoring scanning process may take place a certain amount of time after the
original scan was completed. For example, in certain circumstances, bracket bonding may occur 3 to 5 weeks after the
original 3-D virtual model had been obtained. But during this interim 3 to 5 week time period, the teeth may have already
shifted. Therefore, the resulting subsequent monitoring scan may confirm that the original virtual 3-D model is no longer
correct and must therefore be updated to reflect various new tooth positions.
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[0019] Consequently, based on such scanning concerns, there is a general need for a scanning method that can
accurately locate an object such as an orthodontic appliance having a predetermined geometry in three-dimensional
space. This need arises in the context where both complete and incomplete scan data is present. Alternatively, there is
a general need for a process that can generate an accurate virtual model of the teeth and the appliance and thereby
locate manually bonded brackets. There is a further need to provide a scanning method that compensates for flawed
scan data that can oftentimes arise from performing an incomplete scan, particularly where the scan involves scanning
a dental appliance. There is also a general need to be able to accurately obtain a three-dimensional detention model
including both teeth and a dental appliance, such as bonded brackets. Another need arises where it is generally not
possible to scan an object due to restrictions in certain types of scanning technologies (e.g., scan resolutions). There is
also a general need to obtain a virtual 3-D tooth model of a patient’s entire dentition where the patient’s dentition includes
a dental appliance, such as bonded brackets.
[0020] US-A-2002/0006217 discloses a method and apparatus for constructing a virtual three-dimensional orthodontic
model of a scanned anatomical structure using a scanner and a data processing system to obtain and stitch together a
plurality of two dimensional frames of imaged point coordinates in a three dimensional coordinates system, each frame
providing different information on the surface of the scanned structure. In this way a virtual three-dimensional model of,
for example a tooth, is built up by stitching the images using best-fit registration. However, the building up of virtual three-
dimensional model of a structure including an orthodontic appliance is not considered in this document.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0021] Viewed from one aspect, the invention provides a method of constructing a virtual three-dimensional orthodontic
model of an object, said object comprising an anatomical structure, the method comprising the steps of:

scanning said object; and
creating a scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model of said object from said scanning step with the aid
of a computer, said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model having a first portion thereof corresponding
to a scanning of the anatomical structure;
said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model having a second portion thereof corresponding to scanning
of a known orthodontic appliance also forming a part of said object, said known orthodontic appliance being of a
predetermined three-dimensional configuration, wherein said second portion is an incomplete and/or inaccurate
virtual three-dimensional representation of said known orthodontic appliance;
said method comprising the further steps of:

retrieving from a memory a pre-existing three-dimensional digital model corresponding to said known orthodontic
appliance;
registering said pre-existing three-dimensional digital model to said second portion of said scanned virtual three-
dimensional orthodontic model;
forming said virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model of said object from said first portion of said scanned
virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model of said object by including said registered pre-existing three-dimen-
sional digital model representing said known orthodontic appliance in its scanned location; and
deleting from said virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model of said object said registered pre-existing three-
dimensional digital model thereby creating a data void, and forming a second virtual three-dimensional ortho-
dontic model of said object by filling said data void with a three-dimensional surface representing said object
without said known orthodontic appliance.

[0022] Viewed from another aspect, the invention provides a workstation adapted to form a virtual three-dimensional
orthodontic model of an object, said object comprising an anatomical structure, the workstation comprising:

a central processing unit;
a memory storing a scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model of an object, said scanned virtual three-
dimensional orthodontic model having a first portion thereof corresponding to a scanning of the anatomical structure;
said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model having a first portion thereof corresponding to scanning
of a known orthodontic appliance forming a part of said object, said known orthodontic appliance being of prede-
termined three-dimensional configuration, wherein said second portion is an incomplete and/or inaccurate virtual
three-dimensional representation of said known orthodontic appliance;
said memory further storing a pre-existing three-dimensional digital model corresponding to said known orthodontic
appliance;
said memory also further storing executable software which when run on the central processing unit cause said
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central processing unit to be operable to:

register said pre-existing three-dimensional digital model to said second portion of said scanned virtual three-
dimensional orthodontic model;
form said virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model of said object from said first portion of said scanned virtual
three-dimensional orthodontic model of said object by including said registered pre-existing three dimension-
al.digital model representing said known orthodontic appliance in its scanned location; and
delete from said virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model of said object said registered pre-existing three-
dimensional digital model to thereby create a data void, and form a second virtual three-dimensional orthodontic
model of said object by filling said data void with a three-dimensional surface representing said object without
said known orthodontic appliance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] Presently preferred embodiments of the invention are described below in conjunction with the appended drawing
figures, where like reference numerals refer to like elements in the various views, and wherein:

Figure 1A is an illustration of a conventional bracket used in orthodontics.
Figure 1B is an illustration of an orthodontic care system incorporating a hand-held scanner system, suitable for
performing both original and monitoring scans.
Figure 2 is a block-diagram of a scanning system, suitable for use in the orthodontic care system of Figure 1B.
Figure 3 is a perspective view of a hand-held scanner used to acquire information of an object (of known or unknown
geometry), suitable for use in the orthodontic care system of Figure 1B.
Figure 4 is an illustration of an operator performing a scan (either an original or monitoring scan) of a patient with
the hand-held scanner of Figure 3.
Figure 5 is a block diagram of the back office server of Figure 1B showing the elements used to calculate the digital
model of the patient’s dentition and display the digital model on a screen display of the server.
Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a sequence of steps used by the processing unit in the scanning station to
calculate three-dimensional information of an object (of known or unknown geometry) from images captured by the
scanner illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 7 is an illustration of a two-dimensional bitmap image of a tooth and associated anatomical structures captured
by the electronic imaging device of the scanner illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 with a virtual bracket marker
(VBM) assigned to a virtual tooth.
Figure 8 provides a screen shot representing a sub-set of scan data of the 2-D bit map image identified by the
bracket marker illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 9 provides a digital bracket image extracted from a virtual bracket library for use in the orthodontic system
of Figure 1B.
Figure 10 illustrates the extracted virtual bracket of Figure 9 positioned on a tooth based on the location of the
bracket marker illustrated in Figure 7.
Figures 11A-C provide a process for finding a best fit between the digital bracket model of Figure 9 and the bracket
scan data illustrated in Figure 8.
Figure 12A illustrates a point cloud of scan data.
Figure 12B illustrates a digital bracket model registered to the point cloud of scan data illustrated in Figure 12A.
Figure 13 is an illustration of the closeness factor or quality index, measured as the magnitude of the net normal
vector N net showing how the quality index can improve with successive iterations of the registration process.
Figure 14 is a screen-shot of the bracket model registered to the bracket scan data after bracket registration has
been completed.
Figure 15 is a screen shot of a close up view the virtual tooth after the bracket registration process is completed.
Figure 16 provides a process for finding a best fit between a virtual tooth model and the tooth scan data illustrated
in Figure 15.
Figure 17 is a screen shot of the virtual image of Figure 14 with the bracket scan data omitted.
Figure 18 is a screen shot of the virtual image of Figure 13 with the tooth void registered to the tooth scan data after
tooth model registration.
Figure 19 is a screen-shot of a virtual tooth after bracket and tooth registration.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Overview

[0024] Figure 1B is an illustration of an orthodontic care system 10 incorporating a scanner system 12. The scanner
system 12 includes a hand-held scanner 14 that is used by the orthodontist or his assistant to acquire three-dimensional
information of the dentition and associated anatomical structures of a patient. The images are processed in a scanning
node or workstation 16 having a central processing unit, such as a general-purpose computer. The scanning node 16,
either alone or in combination with a back-office server 28, generates a three-dimensional computer model 18 of the
dentition and provides the orthodontist with a base of information for diagnosis, planning treatment, and monitoring care
for the patient. The model 18 is displayed to the user on a monitor 20 connected to the scanning node 16.
[0025] The orthodontic care system consists of a plurality of orthodontic clinics 22 which are linked via the Internet or
other suitable communications medium 24 (such as the public switched telephone network, cable network, etc.) to a
precision appliance service center 26. Each clinic 22 has a back office server work station 28 having its own user
interface, including a monitor 30. The back office server 28 executes an orthodontic treatment planning software program.
The software obtains the three-dimensional digital data of the patient’s teeth from the scanning node 16 and displays
the model 18 for the orthodontist.
[0026] The treatment planning software includes features to enable the orthodontist to manipulate the model 18 to
plan treatment for the patient. For example, the orthodontist can select an archform for the teeth and manipulate individual
tooth positions relative to the archform to arrive at a desired or target situation for the patient. The software moves the
virtual teeth in accordance with the selections of the orthodontist. The software also allows the orthodontist to selectively
place virtual brackets on the tooth models and design a customized archwire for the patient given the selected bracket
positions.
[0027] When the orthodontist has finished designing the orthodontic appliance for the patient, digital information
regarding the patient, the malocclusion, and a desired treatment plan for the patient are sent over the communications
medium to the appliance service center 26. A customized orthodontic archwire and a device for placement of the brackets
on the teeth at the selected location is manufactured at the service center and shipped to the clinic 22. After the customized
archwire has been applied to the patient’s teeth, the software can be used to perform monitoring scans of the patient.
In this manner, the effect the archwire has on the movement and rotation of the patient’s teeth may be monitored. This
enables the orthodontist to correct or amend treatment if necessary.
[0028] The scan data for the upper and lower arches is processed to "cut" individual tooth objects from the model.
Each individual tooth model is a three-dimensional tooth object having a single set of points defining the boundaries of
the tooth. The sum of these points for each image comprises a "frame." The individual tooth model reduces the amount
of data required to represent the tooth, as compared to the data representing the tooth after a cumulative registration
of a large number of frames. Individual tooth models are also invaluable in interactive orthodontic treatment planning
since they can be independently moved relative to each other in simulation of treatment scenarios. The process of
separating virtual teeth is described in further detail in published PCT application of OraMetrix, Inc. WO 01/80761.
[0029] Also stored as three-dimensional computer models in computer memory is a library of template dental appli-
ances, such as brackets, archwires, retainers, inlays, etc. For example, the library of dental appliances could include
the various types of brackets and other structures from various dental appliance manufactures such that the back office
server workstation 28 could, based on some type of operator input data, retrieve a digital three dimensional model of a
specified dental appliance. Such a digital model could be retrieved during the monitoring scanning process where patient
identification data is entered into the system. Alternatively, such models could be retrieved where the user inputs a dental
appliance manufacturer, a dental appliance identification number, or other identifying characteristics of the dental ap-
pliance. In yet another alternative scenario, these models may be retrieved automatically by a registration algorithm, as
discussed in detail below.
[0030] As with the virtual three-dimensional tooth model, the various individual dental appliance models in the library
of three-dimensional models are three-dimensional models having a single set of points defining the boundaries of the
object.
[0031] Individual appliance models are also invaluable in interactive orthodontic treatment planning since they can be
independently manipulated relative to each other in simulation of treatment scenarios. As further discussed in detail
below, the individual appliance models also facilitate 3-D registration of objects of known geometry such as teeth models
and other models of various types of dental appliances including brackets, archwires, removable aligning devices,
retainers, Herbst appliances, etc. to scan data.
[0032] As shown in Figure 1B, the precision appliance service center 26 includes a central server 32, an archwire
manufacturing system 34 and a bracket placement manufacturing system 36. These details are not particularly important
to the scanning system 12 per se and are therefore omitted from the present discussion for sake of brevity. For more
details on these aspects of a representative orthodontic care system, the interested reader is directed to the above cited
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published PCT application and the patent application of Rüdger Rubbert et al., entitled "Interactive and Archwire-Based
Orthodontic Care System Based On Intra-Oral Scanning of Teeth," Serial no. 09/835,039 filed April 13, 2001.
[0033] Figure 2 is a more detailed block-diagram of the scanning system 12, suitable for use in the orthodontic care
system of Figure 1B. The scanning system 12 is a mechanism for capturing three-dimensional information of an object
40, which in the present example is the dentition and surrounding anatomical structures of a human patient, e.g., gums,
bone and/or soft tissue. The captured 3-D image may include a dental appliance. The scanning system 12 includes a
scanner 14 which is used for image capture, and a processing system, which in the illustrated example consists of the
main memory 42 and central processing unit 44 of the scanning node or workstation 16.
[0034] The scanner 14 includes a projection system 46 that projects a pattern onto the object 40 along a first projection
axis 48. The projected pattern is formed on a slide 50 which is placed in front of a light source 53. In the illustrated
embodiment, the light source 53 comprises the terminus of a fiber-optic cable 51. The cable 51 carries a high intensity
flash generated by a flash lamp 52 located in a base unit 54 for the scanner. A suitable flash lamp is the model FX- 1160
flash unit available from Perkin Elmer. The illuminations of the flash lamp 52 cause the pattern contained in the slide 50
to be projected onto the three-dimensional surface of the object. Further details on the types of patterns suitable for the
pattern are set forth in the following co-pending patent applications of Rüdger Rubbert et al., Serial no. 09/254,755 filed
March 9, 1999; Serial no. 09/560,131 filed April 28, 2000, and Serial no. 09/673,863 filed November 30, 2000 assigned
to the assignee of the present invention.
[0035] The electronic imaging device 56 forms an image of the projection pattern after reflection of the pattern off of
the surface of the object 40. The reflected patterns imaged by the imaging device contain three-dimensional information
as to the surface of the object, and this information needs to be extracted from the images. Each image captured by the
imaging device 56 is converted to a 3-D point cloud, referred to herein as a "frame." The scanning system therefore
includes a processing subsystem which is used to extract this information and construct a three-dimensional virtual
model of the object 40. In the preferred embodiment, this processing subsystem consists of a memory 42 storing
calibration information for the scanner, and at least one processing unit, such as the central processing unit 44 of the
scanning workstation 16. The location of the memory and the processing unit is not important. They can be incorporated
into the scanner 14 per se. Alternatively, all processing of the images can take place in the back office server 28 or in
another computer. Alternatively, two or more processing units could share the processing in order to reduce the amount
of time required to generate the three-dimensional information.
[0036] The memory 42 stores a calibration relationship for the scanner 14. The calibration relationship, which can be
in the form of a table or one more mathematical functions, comprises information used to compute three-dimensional
coordinates of points on the object that reflected the projection pattern onto the imaging device. The information is
obtained during a calibration step, performed at the time of manufacture of the scanner 14. The calibration information
includes an array of data storage locations that contain two pieces of information. Firstly, a calibration table stores pixel
coordinates in X and Y directions for numerous portions of the projection pattern that are imaged by the electronic
imaging device 56, when the pattern is projected onto a calibration surface at two different distances during a calibration
procedure. Secondly, the table stores distance information, (e.g., in units of tenths of millimeters), in X and Y directions,
for the portions of the projection pattern imaged at the two different distances. For more details on these aspects of the
presently preferred scanner, calibration, and illustrated orthodontic care system, the interested reader is directed to the
patent application of Rüdger Rubbert et al., entitled "Methods for Registration of Three-Dimensional Frames to Create
Three-Dimensional Virtual Models Of Objects," Serial no. 09/835,009 filed April 13,2001.
[0037] The present invention can be practiced with other types of conventional 3-D scanner systems, which are known
in the art.
[0038] The scanning system requires at least one processing unit to perform image processing, three-dimensional
calculations for each image, and registration of frames to each other. The processing unit also performs various regis-
tration processes during monitoring scans, including dental appliance registration and, when required, tooth registration.
The processing unit 44 in the illustrated embodiment is the central processing unit (CPU) of the scanning work station
16. The CPU 44 processes the image of the pattern after reflection of the pattern off the surface of the object 40 and
compares data from the image to the entries in a calibration table. From that comparison, the processing unit 44 derives
spatial information, in three dimensional space, of points on the object that reflect the projected pattern onto the electronic
imaging device. The sum of these points for each image comprises a "frame."
[0039] Basically, during operation of the scanner, to scan an object surface configuration, hundreds or thousands of
images are generated of the projection pattern as reflected off of the object in rapid succession as the scanner and
object are moved relative to each other. The scanner may be used to scan an unknown object (such as scanning a
dentition of a first time patient). Alternatively, the scanner may also be used to scan an object of known geometry (such
as a previously scanned tooth, bonded bracket or other type of dental appliance). By known geometry, it is generally
meant that a digital three dimensional representation of the , object is stored in memory, preferably in the memory located
at the scanning node or workstation in the system illustrated in Figure 1B. As the hand-held scanner is moved relative
to the object, a series of images are recorded of the projection pattern as reflected off the object in rapid succession,
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each image converted to a frame. The frames are then registered to each other to create the 3-D virtual model of the object.
[0040] For each image, pixel locations for specific portions, i.e., points, of the reflected pattern are compared to entries
in a calibration table. X, Y and Z coordinates (i.e., three dimensional coordinates) are obtained for each of these specific
portions of the reflected pattern. For each image, the sum total of all of these X, Y and Z coordinates for specific points
in the reflected pattern comprise a three-dimensional "frame" or virtual model of the object. When hundreds or thousands
of images of the object are obtained from different perspectives, as the scanner is moved relative to the object, the
system generates hundreds or thousands of these frames. These frames are then registered to each other to thereby
generate a complete and highly accurate three-dimensional model of the object 40.
[0041] Figure 2 also shows a few other features of the presently preferred scanning system 12. After the CCD imaging
device 56 captures a single image, the analog voltage signals from the device 56 are amplified in an amplifier 57 and
fed along a conductor 59 to an analog to digital converter 60. The digital signal is converted into a bitmap stream of
digital image data. The data is formatted by a module 61 into an IEEE 1394 "firewire" format for transmission over a
second conductor 62 to the main memory 42 of the scanner work station 16. The scanning system includes an optical
scanner holder 64 for the user to place the scanner after the scanning of the dentition is complete.
[0042] The scanning work station 16 also includes the monitor 20 for displaying the scanning results as a three-
dimensional model 18 of the dentition in real time as the scanning is occurring. The user interface also includes a
keyboard and mouse for manipulating the virtual model of the object, and for entering or changing parameters for the
scanning, identifying sections or segments of scans that have been obtained, performing dental appliance and tooth
registration, as well as other features. The unit may also include a foot switch, not shown, for sending a signal to the
CPU 44 indicating that scanning is commencing and scanning has been completed. The base station may alternatively
include a voice recognition module that is trained to recognize a small set of voice commands such as START, STOP,
AGAIN, REPEAT, SEGMENT, ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, etc., thereby eliminating the need for the foot switch. Scanner
start and stop commands from the CPU 44, in the form of control signals, are sent to the light source 52, thereby
controlling the illumination of the lamp 52 during scanning.
[0043] Figure 3 is a perspective view of a hand-held scanner 14 used to acquire information of an object under scrutiny,
suitable for use in the orthodontic care system of Figure 1B. The projection system 46 and the electronic imaging device
56 of Figure 2 are contained in the housing 65 for the scanner. The housing 65 is sized and shaped to be held in a
human hand. The scanner 14 includes an elongate distal portion 66 having a tip 68. The tip 68 has a mirror sized and
shaped such that it can be inserted into and moved within an oral cavity of a human so as to enable scanning of anatomical
structures inside the oral cavity.
[0044] Figure 4 is an illustration of a patient 70 being scanned with the hand-held scanner 14 of Figure 3. The patient
70 may or may not have dental appliances and may be undergoing an original or a monitoring scan. The cheeks and
lips are retracted from the teeth and the tip 68 of the scanner is moved over all the surfaces of the patient’s teeth,
brackets, archwires, and other dental appliances in a sweeping motion at a velocity of perhaps 1-2 centimeters per
second. The entire upper or lower jaw may need to be scanned in a series of scans, one for the left side, one for the
right side, and one for the front. These individual scans are registered to each other. In addition, where the patient’s 70
dentition includes devices of known geometry such as brackets and/or other type of dental appliance, the individual
scans comprising scan data will enable the treatment software to register the derived scan data to a stored digital model
of the dental appliance.
[0045] Voice commands or activation of a foot switch (not shown) indicates when each scanning segment is initiated
and terminated. The entire process takes just a few minutes. Depending on the color and translucency of the object and
the illumination intensity and frequency of the light source in the scanner, it may be necessary to apply a very thin coating
of a reflective substance such as Titanium Dioxide to the object. Preferably, where the patient’s dentition includes a
dental appliance (such as brackets), a very thin coating of a certain composition of matter, such as Titanium Dioxide
mixed with a binder and volatile alcohol base, is applied over these surfaces. For more details on these aspects of this
composition of matter, the interested reader is directed to the patent application of Nancy Butcher et al., entitled "Method
of "Wet Field" Scanning," Serial No. 10/099,042 filed March 14,2002.
[0046] Figure 5 is a block diagram of the back office server of Figure 1B showing the elements used to calculate the
digital model of the patient’s dentition. After the scanning workstation has processed all the images captured by the
scanner and generated a set of three dimensional frames, the frame data is transmitted to the back office server 28.
The back office server 28 performs a cumulative registration process for the frames and ultimately generates and displays
the digital model on a screen display 30. The back office server 28 can also perform a dental appliance registration
process for any dental appliance within the digital model. In the event that a dental appliance registration process is
performed, the back office server 28 could also initiate a tooth registration process.
[0047] The raw scanner data in the form of three-dimensional frames is stored in the main computer memory 72. The
frame data for N captured images, i = 1 ... N from the scanner is stored in the hard disk 76. The hard disk also stores a
set of (N -1) transformation matrices [T]i, for i = 2 - N. The transformation matrices basically contain information as to
how each frame of three-dimensional points needs to be translated and rotated in a three-axis Cartesian coordinate
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system in order to be registered with the other frames in a best-fit manner. The transformation matrices also contain
information as to how each frame of three-dimensional points needs to be translated and rotated in order to be registered
with known three dimensional objects, such as dental appliances and/or virtual tooth models.
[0048] Ii is generally known that in order to arrange several three-dimensional objects with respect to one another,
there are essentially two options. The first option relates to referencing all of the data to a common co-ordinate system.
For example, if one component of an object would be located 1000 mm higher (i. e. in Z direction) than another component,
the Z-coordinates of that first component would show values that are in general 1000mm greater than the Z-coordinates
of the other component While this approach is easy to understand and straightforward, it has a disadvantage of being
very inflexible.
[0049] In utilizing the above mentioned transformation matrices, applicants are using a different option to handling
independent virtual three-D objects that are positioned in 3-D space. For example, where an object is composed of
several components, such an object will be defined in such a way that each component of an object has its own (local)
coordinate system. The data points belonging to such a component are then referenced to the local coordinate system.
Only one additional information is then needed. This additional information relates to the location of that local coordinate
system (reflecting a component of the object) within the (global) coordinate system of the object.
[0050] In this manner, an object may be composed solely from various components, so no data point would be
referenced directly to the global coordinate system. Only the locations of the local co-ordinate systems would be refer-
enced to the global system. Therefore, an efficient method of referencing a local coordinate system to a global system
is a vector defining the translatory offset, and a 3x3 matrix defining the rotational offset. The vector and the matrix can
also be combined to a 4x4 matrix, where the first three rows contain the values of the rotational matrix, and the last row
contains the vector. Only the left three columns of the matrix would be utilized in that case. Such a 4x4 transformation
matrix holds the rotational offsets as well as the translatory offset and is therefore convenient to handle. In other em-
bodiments, the forth column of the transformation matrix could be used to define the zoom factor of the component, thus
enabling not only to modify the location and orientation of the component, but also its size. This aspect, however, is not
taken into consideration within this application. One advantage of applicant’s concept is that a component of an object
can be efficiently re-located by simply changing the values in the 4x4 matrix. The values of the component itself, since
they are referring to the local co-ordinate system, remain untouched.
[0051] As will be discussed in greater detail below, a preferred arrangement of applicant’s bracket registration follows
this concept. In this preferred arrangement, we are dealing with objects or components of objects that have their own
local coordinate system. Therefore, they can be arranged to any desired composition by assigning a transformation
matrix to those objects or components.
[0052] In a broader sense, applicants are looking at objects or components or portions of objects, assuming that those
components and portions have their own independent definition, and can be arbitrarily located and oriented, no matter
if this is achieved by using local coordinate systems and/or transformation matrices or an other applicable mathematical
approach.
[0053] Returning now to Figure 1B, importantly, the hard disk 76 stores a library of three-dimensional virtual models.
For example, such a library could include a composite set of digital models representing bracket three-dimensional
models. The library may also include a library of patient records, each patient record including information relating to
the three-dimensional tooth models and appliance models of existing patients.
[0054] Upon completion of the scan and upon generation of a virtual model of the patient’s dentition, the above
information from the treatment planning software is recorded in a patient record and sent over a suitable communications
medium 24 in digital form to a precision appliance service center 26. (see Figure 1A). The service center manufactures
a customized archwire and a bracket placement tray for placement of the brackets at the intended location on the teeth
in the malocclusion.
[0055] Basically, the position of the bracket slots, and the shape of the brackets, when the teeth are in a target situation,
is information that is ultimately developed and stored by the treatment planning software. This position of the bracket
slots and the shape of the slot (e.g., the length) is known in three dimensions. A digital image of each bracket used to
fabricate a patient’s bracket tray is recorded in the patient record and also stored for later retrieval. A patient data record
is maintained to include the bracket tray information, including a digital representation of a three-dimensional model of
each bracket bonded to the patient’s teeth. Other relevant information on relevant bracket data may also be stored
including a manufacturer’s own bracket number, as well as other important bracket identification information. Where the
brackets are bonded manually (rather than by way of a bracket placement tray), patient data record may not contain
this information.
[0056] The bracket placement tray is separately manufactured using stereolighography or other similar technique.
The treatment planning software superimposes the brackets on the teeth to generate a three-dimensional model com-
prising the three-dimensional tooth objects plus the virtual brackets at their intended locations in the observed stage or
malocclusion.
[0057] This three-dimensional model is supplied to a stereolithography (SLA) instrument. The SLA instrument man-
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ufacturers a plastic model of the teeth with the model and a thermoplastic foil placed within a pressure chamber. The
chamber is pressurized so that the foil envelops the dentition and the brackets. After cooling, the foil is removed from
the model. The foil, now in the shape of a transfer tray, has small indentations where the brackets are located. Real
brackets are placed in these indentations. The orthodontist uses indirect bonding techniques to bond the brackets to
the teeth. The transfer tray positions the brackets on the teeth at the desired location. After the bonding is complete, the
orthodontist removes the transfer tray, resulting in the brackets bonded to the teeth at presumably the desired location.
The treatment planning software stores the precise bracket data used for each patient and can, upon an operator interface
or at the initiation of the treatment planning software, access and retrieve a virtual three dimensional model representative
of each of the brackets used to fabricate the transfer tray.
[0058] One important aspect of the treatment planning software records the type of bracket bonded to each particular
tooth. For example, for each bracket used in the bracket bonding tray, the type and make of each bracket will be stored
in the patient record by the treatment planning software. In this manner, during the various phases of treatment planning,
the orthodontist or other treatment initiator will be able to retrieve the specific parameters of each bracket previously
bonded to a patient’s teeth. As will be discussed in greater detail, such a library of bracket information (including virtual
tooth models) provides other advantages during the registration process.
[0059] Once the actual brackets have been bonded to the teeth, an orthodontist will proceed with the treatment process
by initiating monitoring scans of the dentition to obtain bracket position and tooth movement information. Any unwanted
deviation in the bracket position can be accounted for by modification of the archwire. Alternatively, the bracket may
have to be removed and re-bonded. In the case where an individual is a first time patient but already has an archwire
or other dental appliance, an original scan will be required so that an original 3-D virtual model of the dentition may be
obtained so that tooth movement can be monitored. In one arrangement of the present invention, the monitoring scan
data is used to register bracket scan data to a 3-D model of the bracket.
[0060] Figure 6 provides a general flowchart 80 illustrating the various steps relating to performing a registration
algorithm. First, at step 82, a patient is scanned and the scan data is obtained. This scan data comprises data for the
teeth and, where a patient has a dental appliance, scan data from the appliance. Next, at step 84, the scan data is
processed so that a three dimensional virtual model of the dentition is obtained. During this step, a patient record may
be created and/or updated. Next, at step 86, where the patient requires bracket bonding, the brackets may be bonded
manually or with a bracket tray. If a bracket tray is required a tray is generated and at step 88, the brackets are applied
to the patient’s teeth. The patient data record is updated to include relevant bracket data, including the specific type and
geometry of each bonded bracket. Where the brackets are bonded manually, no patient data record may exist.
[0061] Next, the treatment facilitator initiates the treatment process, including performing various monitoring scans.
[0062] Generally, after a monitoring scan is performed, a registration process is used such that new scanned data
relative to the existing virtual tooth model may be registered to the original virtual model derived during the original scan.
By way of subsequent monitoring scans, the registration process may derive a current or an updated three-dimensional
virtual model of the dentition at the point in time of treatment. For more details on these aspects of generating such a
three-dimensional virtual model, the interested reader is directed to the commonly assigned patent application of Rubbert
et al. entitled "Methods for Registration of Three-Dimensional Frames to Create Three-Dimensional Vidual Models of
Objects," Serial No. 09/835,007 and filed April 13, 2001.
[0063] Study of this virtual model and comparison to the target virtual model of the teeth and the virtual model at the
beginning of treatment can indicate whether the contemplated treatment is progressing as anticipated. Alternatively,
such a comparison can indicate if additional correction to the orthodontic appliance needs to be made. Certain required
corrections will typically be carried out as wire changes in an archwire orthodontic treatment regime, in which new bends
are placed in the orthodontic archwire.
[0064] However, after the original three dimensional image has been derived and the brackets bonded to the patient’s
teeth, future treatment requires rescanning of the dentition. The results of subsequent dentition rescans may be compared
to the original digital template of the expected bracket position. If a bracket is placed incorrectly, the bracket may need
to be removed and re-bonded to the tooth. Alternatively, corrections to the archwire may be made to account for dis-
placement of the brackets from their expected position. Basically, this is accomplished by simulating the position of the
teeth with the actual bracket placement at the target situation and correcting the shape of the archwire as necessary.
Alternatively, a new archwire based on the actual placement of the brackets may be obtained.
[0065] At step 90, a monitoring scan is performed wherein a scan is made of the patient’s dentition, including any
dental appliances. In the scenario where the system does not have an existing three-dimensional virtual image of the
patient’s dentition, the monitoring scan provides information that will be used to comprise an "original" scan of the patient
as well. Certain scan data derived from this monitoring scan will also be used to register a stored digital model to a
subset of the resulting scan data.
[0066] Then, at step 92 a bracket registration process is initiated in order to replace poor scan data from the bracket
with more complete 3-D surface data from a stored 3-D model of this bracket. This process is performed for each tooth.
As will be discussed in greater detail below, a first step in the bracket registration process is the positioning of a virtual
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bracket marker (VBM) on a subject bracket data. A digital representation of the bracket is retrieved from a digital library
and the treatment software finds a best fit between the bracket scan data and this known digital virtual model of the
bracket. In this manner, the precise 3-D location of a bracket bonded to the tooth can be identified and confirmed. Where
the bracket was manually bounded and no patient data record information exists, the precise bracket location of each
bracket can be determined. Step 92 is described in more detail below. The result of step 92 is a 3-D surface that represents
the bracket bonded to the tooth in a much more complete and accurate manner, compared to the scan data.
[0067] Once the bracket registration is complete, the scanned bracket data is then extracted from the virtual model
at step 94. This extraction process generates a void in the three dimensional model. A second registration process 98
is performed so that the tooth void is filled or "smoothed" with tooth data. In this manner, the tooth scan data from the
monitoring scan is registered to a virtual tooth model obtained during step 84. Where no previous 3-D model exists for
the patient (new patient, corrupted data, etc.) the system at step 98 pulls a template virtual tooth model from a digital
library and performs a best fit algorithm so as to register the known virtual tooth model to the tooth scan data derived
from step 90.
[0068] After a monitoring scan is completed, a 3-D model of the patient’s dentition is obtained. For example, Figure
7 provides a screen shot of a three dimension model 100 of a portion of a patient’s complete 3-D dentition model. The
three dimension model 100 includes scan data 102 that comprises both tooth scan data 104 and bracket scan data 103.
[0069] Methods for performing a frame to frame registration to create the model 100 shown in Figure 7 is disclosed
in related application "Methods for Registration of Three-Dimensional frames to Create three-Dimensional virtual Models
of Objects, " serial no. 09/835,007 to which the reader is directed to for further details.
[0070] Figure 7 shows a set of a scan data derived from a monitoring scan, such as a monitoring scan performed on
the patient of Figure 4. The scan data 102, comprised of a point cloud, includes both tooth scan 104 data as well as
bracket scan data 103. The complete scan data 102 could be the result of an original scan (new patient) or the result of
a monitoring scan (existing patient).
[0071] Bracket data 103 provides a virtual representation of a structure of the actual bracket bonded to the tooth that
is virtually represented by the tooth data 104. Such a bonded bracket could have a configuration similar to the bracket
5 illustrated in Figure 1A. However, because of the difficulties associated with obtaining complete and accurate bracket
scan data as previously discussed in detail above, the bracket scan data 103 can be a poor representation of the actual
bracket bonded to tooth. For example, both the wings and hooks of the virtual bracket 103 are difficult to recognize and
therefore make it difficult to actually know the position of the actual bracket on the actual tooth.
[0072] As will be discussed in detail below, a method of retrieving a stored digital bracket model from a digital library
and registering this digital model against this poor bracket scan data allows for precisely identifying the actual location
of the bracket on the tooth. In one embodiment, the digital stored model is retrieved from the back office server workstation
28 or at central server 32 illustrated in Figure 1B and the bracket registration process begins at step 92.
[0073] A user initiates the bracket registration process by identifying a subject bracket scan data for registration. This
can occur by applying a landmark, in this case a virtual bracket marker (VBM) 106, to the bracket data as a preliminary
step in initiating registering the bracket positioned over a tooth. Alternatively, the bracket registration process may be
initiated by automatically detecting a portion of the scan that may be fragmented or isolated. For example, there may
be a certain recognizable scan data patterns that the registration algorithm can be programmed to identify or recognize
as indicating that these patterns should be automatically interpreted as bracket scan data.
[0074] As illustrated in Figure 7, the VBM 106 is manually positioned at a VBM point location 112 on the user interface
of the workstation or scanning mode. The VBM point location 112 provides an indication to the bracket registration
engine as to where in 3-D space to position, at least approximately, a virtual digital model of the bracket. Therefore, it
is preferred that the VBM is placed as close to the actual bracket location as possible. However, complete accuracy in
locating the VBM on the bracket scan data is not necessary for accurate bracket registration.
[0075] The VBM also comprises a VBM orientation element 108. This VBM orientation element 108 is represented in
Figure 7 by an arrow. In one possible arrangement, to place the VBM 106 on the bracket scan data 102, the user clicks
on a tooth number provided in a menu of the treatment software. Tooth numbers are provided along a row of numbers
provided on a user interface. The user can then drag a cursor with a hand held device (mouse) to the surface on the
virtual tooth data where they wish to place the VBM 106. The user then releases the cursor, and the VBM appears on
the tooth. Under most circumstances, the user will try to place the bracket marker in the center of the scan bracket data.
[0076] The VBM orientation element 108 may be manipulated so that the arrow points in the direction of an incisal
edge 110 of the virtual tooth data 104. Using various control icons, the user can manipulate the VBM to place the arrow
in the proper orientation by simply clicking on the VBM and turning the mouse one way or the other.
[0077] After the VBM has been positioned on the subject bracket data, the registration engine determines a best fit
between the bracket scan data and previously stored bracket model pulled from a digital library of bracket models.
Generally, the algorithm then looks at each point of the bracket scan data that is within a certain distance within the
digital 3-D bracket model, and determines how to translate and rotate the virtual bracket model as to find a best fit
between the bracket model and the scan data.
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[0078] Once the VBM has been placed in an initial registration position (Figure 7), a scan data subset is extracted
from the 3-D virtual model of the patient’s dentition. This scan data subset will represent only a relevant portion of the
patient’s dentition, thereby excluding unnecessary scan data. In one arrangement, such an extracted area comprises a
volume of scan data of only the data for one entire tooth. An extracted volume of scan data can be 10 mm wide, 10 mm
high, and 10 mm wide.
[0079] Figure 8 illustrates a screen shot 120 that includes a sub-set of data 122 extracted from the three dimension
virtual model 100 illustrated in Figure 7. Based on this sub-set of extracted data 120, the registration process begins the
best fit process. The extracted sub-set of data 122 comprises the entire data set of points that will be processed by the
bracket registration process. As illustrated in Figure 8, the VBM is no longer provided on the scan data.
[0080] Based on information provided by the operator, the registration algorithm extracts a stored 3-D digital model
of a bracket from a digital library. For example, the operator may input certain patient information so that data from the
patient record may be extracted from storage. Alternatively, known bracket data information is automatically retrieved
by the treatment planning software from the digital library. For example, Figure 9 illustrates such a digital bracket model
130 that may be retrieved from a library of digital bracket models. Similarly, where the registration algorithm is used to
register other types of dental appliances, such as retainers, Herbst appliances, or expansion devices, a stored digital
model of the retainer or other device would be retrieved from a library of digital models.
[0081] Now, based on this retrieved bracket model 130 and the VBM point location identified by the VBM point locator
112, the registration algorithm places the retrieved digital model 130 on the tooth.
[0082] Figure 10 illustrates the extracted bracket model 130 illustrated in Figure 9 residing on the sub-set tooth structure
illustrated in Figure 8. Because this virtual bracket model will not be placed exactly where the actual bracket resides in
three-dimensional space, the bracket model 130 must be registered to the bracket scan data illustrated in Figure 8 to
find a best fit between the model 130 and the scan data.
[0083] Point cloud to object registration is a preferred process for registering the scan data to the digital model of the
bracket. For example, Figure 12A illustrates a point cloud 140 comprising both tooth scan data 142 and bracket scan
data 144. The point cloud to object registration process will then find a best-fit in terms of translation and rotation of the
virtual bracket model to make points in the point cloud agree with a digital model, such as the digital bracket model
illustrated in Figure 9. For example, Figure 12B illustrates the result of the bracket registration process wherein the digital
bracket model has been registered to the bracket data scan of Figure 12A.
[0084] Figures 11A-11C is a flow chart of a point cloud to object registration process for point cloud and an object of
known three-dimensional shape. Here, the object is a known digital object (such as a virtual tooth, tooth template, bracket,
dental appliance, tooth, etc.). The registration process is used to find a best fit between the point cloud relative to the
known object, and thereby provide a more accurate three-dimensional model for the scanned object.
[0085] The end result of the frame to model registration is a substantially exact three dimensional model of the scanned
object positioned in three-dimensional space. This model is represented by a large set of point coordinates in computer
memory. The result can also be represented as a set of transformation matrices providing information as to how individual
frames forming the point cloud should be translated and rotated in three dimensions in order to fit to the known model.
Alternatively, the result may be represented as a set of a set of transformation matrices providing information as to how
the object should be translated and rotated in three dimensions in order to fit to the point cloud.
[0086] Referring now to Figure 11A-C, the registration procedure begins with step 1, 209 in Figure 11A. At step 1,
minimum distance vectors 248 (N1, N2, ...) are calculated from every point in the point cloud representing the scan data
to the surface of the digital object. The surface of an object can be obtained by connecting neighborhood points together
with a triangle or other polygon. The minimum distance vector, for each point in the point cloud, is defined as the distance
vector having a magnitude which is the minimum of the following three vectors: 1) the shortest vector from the point
intersecting a triangle surface of the object normal to the triangle surface; 2) the shortest vector from the point orthogonal
to the edge of a triangle surface of the object, and 3) the shortest vector from the point to the nearest point of the object.
Most often, but not always, this will be a normal vector, type 1) above.
[0087] At step 1 (210 in Figure 11A) an initial closeness factor MA is generated. The relevance of the closeness factor
will be described with respect to step 12 (232) of Figure 12B.
[0088] At step 2 (212), three exclusion criteria are applied to the minimum distance vectors of step 1, in order to
eliminate non-overlapping data points between the point cloud and the object and to eliminate stray data points. First,
all minimum distance vectors that relate to a boundary element (edge or point) in the point cloud are excluded. Second,
remaining minimum distance vectors with an amount exceeding a certain predefined value R, likely indicating stray data
points, are excluded. Thirdly, only triangle surfaces are taken into consideration which form the outside surface with
respect to the scanner viewing direction. Each surface has by definition two sides. The "outside" surface is regarded as
the surface of the object that is oriented towards the scanner.
[0089] At step 3 (214) the vector sum of all the minimum distance vectors N 1 ... NN is computed.
[0090] At step 4 (215), the median minimal distance vector (t) is computed by multiplying the vector sum 254 by the
scalar 1/N. The median minimal distance vector basically constitutes a measure of how the point cloud should be
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translated in X Y and Z directions in order to better fit to the digital object. Now, the registration process computes a
rotation factor, which is explained by steps 5-8 of Figure 11B, to indicate how the point cloud needs to be rotated in
order to better fit the digital object. In an alternative arrangement, a rotation factor could be computed to indicate how
the digital object would need to be rotated in order to better fit the point cloud.
[0091] In Figure 11B, at step 5 (216), the X, Y and Z components of the median minimal distance vector is subtracted
from every point in the point cloud. This is performed by making a copy of the point cloud coordinates and operating on
the copy as an interim step in the procedure, the underlying data from the point cloud is unchanged. At the same step
the "center of mass" of the points of the point cloud which are not excluded by step 2 is calculated. The "center of mass"
is defined as the vector sum of position vectors of all mentions points scaled by the inverse of the number of points.
[0092] At step 6 (218) a calculation is made of the cross product of two vectors for every point in the point cloud. The
two vectors are as follows: 1) a position vector Vi extending from the origin 253 of the global coordinate system to the
points in the point cloud, subtracted by the vector of the center of mass of the remaining points of the point cloud as
calculated in step 5, and 2) the identified minimum distance vector Ni for that point.
[0093] At step 7 (220), a calculation is made of the vector sum of the cross vectors calculated in step 6, that is the net

cross vector  for all i points in the frame i, where x is the cross product operator.

[0094] At step 8 (222), the vector sum of step 7 is weighted against the inverse of the sum of all squares of the position
vectors (Vi) of the points in the point cloud, to arrive at a rotation vector U. U is interpreted as follows: The direction of
U gives us the rotation axis and the magnitude of U is the angle or amount of rotation. In particular, if we consider Vi to
be the position vectors from the origin of the coordinate system to the vertex of every point, and Ni being the minimal
distance vectors defined above, then the weighting is as follows : 

[0095] The reasoning behind this weighting is as follows. If you imagine the distance vectors as the realization of linear
spring elements, the vector sum of the cross products represents the aggregate moment, or rotational discrepancy,
generated between the point cloud and the object. In the case of small deviations between the position of the point cloud
and its final position, it can be assumed that the rotational moment also determined the direction of the necessary
adjustment. The scaling with the help of the inverse of the sum of the squares of the position vectors considers the global
extension of the point cloud. That is, the larger the distances of the points from the center, the larger is the ratio of
rotational moment and angle between the present position and the target position. In a global sense, the mentioned
factor (inverse of the sum of squares of position vectors) describes this ratio.
[0096] At step 9, the result of step 8 is scaled with an empirical "acceleration factor" f. The factor f serves to possibly
accelerate this convergence. A value of f of greater than 1 is appropriate for relatively large rotational displacements,
but in any event has to be determined empirically.
[0097] At step 10 (226), the result of step 9 is interpreted as an axis of rotation, the magnitude of which indicates the
amount by which the point cloud has to be rotated in order to make the local overlapping areas of the point cloud and
the object lie within each other. The magnitude of the rotation vector is interpreted as the angle around which the point
cloud has to be rotated. In an alternative arrangement, a magnitude of rotation vector may derived so as to describe an
angle around which the object is rotated.
[0098] A rotation transformation matrix [T] (R) is calculated for the point cloud. This formula shows how to convert the
rotation vector resulting from step 9, where β is the original length of the net cross vector which equals the angle of

rotation that is required to fit the overlapping areas of frame i to the digital object and u is the unit vector of U, , 

with components ux, uy, uz. 
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To obtain a unique transformation operator for calculating the translation and the rotation transformation in a closed
manner a 4x4 matrix representation is used. The relation between the 4x4 representation and the three dimensional
rotation represented by 3x3 Matrix [T](R) is as follows 

and between the 4x4 representation and the three dimensional translation, represented by vector (t) 

To apply this 4x4 matrix on the three dimensional vectors the following convention is made: A three dimensional vector
is transformed into the 4 dimensional vector space by identifying the first three components of the 4 vector with the
components of the three dimensional vector but the fourth component is always unique. (x,y,z)T → (x,y,z,1)T

[0099] At step 11 (228 in Figure 11C), a transformation matrix for the point cloud, [T4](i), is calculated by multiplying
the rotation matrix [T4] (R) (from right) by the translation matrix [T4](t) from step 4 [T4](i)=[T4](R)[[T4](t).
[0100] The point cloud can be separately and independently operated on by the rotation matrix and the translation
vector. Alternatively, the digital object can be separately and independently operated on by a rotation matrix and a
translation vector.
[0101] At step 12 (230), a calculation is made of the square root of the sum of the squares of the minimum distance
vectors calculated in step 1 (210) of Figure 11A, which denotes the closeness factor quality of the registration in this
iteration, value MA below. At step 13 (232) the closeness factor MA is compared to the required closeness factor MA
computed at step 1 (210). (e.g., this closeness factor for certain known digital images (such as dental appliances) may
be 100 microns). If the value MA is larger than the required closeness factor to terminate the registration process, in
which case the registration process returns to Step 2 (212) and is repeated another iteration.
[0102] If the closeness factor MA is less than the quality index, than registration process ends. For example, this may
occur when the closeness factor MA does not improve by at least some amount per iteration (say 1 percent) after 10
iterations, the process is deemed complete.
[0103] Figure 12 illustrates that a range variable R can be used to filter or limit the number of points that are used
when calculating net normal vectors, triangle surface, cross vectors, etc. The purpose of the range variable R is to screen
out stray data points far from the triangle surface of the point cloud. The stray data has the effect of skewing the entries
of the transformation matrix and increasing the number of iterations until the quality index is met.
[0104] Figure 13 illustrates two ways in which the point cloud to object registration process may terminate. As shown
by line 260, the process may terminate when the closeness factor MA goes below the quality index threshold. For
example, where the digital image is a bracket bonded to a tooth, this quality index may be set at 100 microns. Alternatively,
the closeness factor MA may level off at some value above the quality index, despite further iterations of steps 1-13 of
Figure 11A-C. This is indicated by line 262. When the closeness factor MA does not improve by at least some amount
per iteration (say 1 percent) after 10 iterations, the process is deemed complete. Here, the designation x indicates the
iteration in which the amount of improvement in the quality index from the previous iteration to that iteration was first
less than a threshold, e.g., 1 percent.
[0105] Once the bracket registration algorithm has been completed, a registered bracket model can be displayed on
a display. For example, Figure 14 illustrates a screen shot comprising a subset of screen data 280. This sub-set of scan
data 280 now includes the tooth scan data 104 illustrated in Figure 8 with the digital bracket image registered to the
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bracket scan data 103 such that the bracket model is now positioned in 3-D space according to the previously described
registration algorithm. The digital bracket model 130 is illustrated as registered on the tooth scan data 104. A comparison
of Figure 10 (bracket scan data prior to registration) and Figure 14 (bracket scan data after registration) illustrates how
the digital bracket model is rotated and translated in three-dimensional space to find a best fit to the bracket scan data.
[0106] The scan data 280 may now be used to revise the complete 3-D dentition model or rather update the patient’s
original scan containing the poor original bracket scan data. Figure 19 illustrates a three-dimensional model of the tooth
with the registered bracket model in Figure 18. The bracket registration process is performed for the other remaining
brackets of the patient’s dentition.
[0107] Oftentimes, certain errors may arise during the bracket registration process. For example, there may be actual
differences between what in the registration process illustrates in Figure 18 and how the actual bracket looks. For
example, because of poor scanning techniques or discrepancies bracket model information, there may circumstances
where the resulting scan data is so poor that the registration algorithm is unable to register the model. In these situations,
the best-fit operating parameters of the processing may need to be modified, including the MA value.
[0108] In addition, there may also be situations wherein the operator initiating the registration process perceives a
discrepancy between the registered bracket and the actual bracket. The operator may not agree with the resulting
registration result or may wish to alter the result for a particular reason. For example, the operator may note that the
registered bracket data (bracket location) is in conflict with the actual bracket location. Such a conflict may arise where
the bracket has certain deformities (bent wing, scratch, broken, etc.). In one arrangement, the operator initiating the
bracket registration process will be able to override the bracket registration results and reposition the digital bracket
model in space. This model manipulation may take place using various model manipulation icons.
[0109] After bracket registration has been completed, there may be a further need to obtain a new or a revised virtual
model of the tooth underlying the registered bracket in the model. For example, the orthodontist may wish to see if the
tooth has undergone movement since the previous scan or since treatment has begun. Alternatively, a tooth model may
be required since an original tooth model does not already exist. This may occur, for example, where the patient under-
going the treatment is a new patient of the treating orthodontist and already has brackets installed on the teeth, or for
one reason or another, the patient had not already undergone an original scan without any alliance placed on the teeth.
[0110] In such a situation, after bracket registering and, if required, operator override, the process will begin by modeling
the tooth underlying the bonded bracket. That is, the previously described frame to object registration algorithm will now
determine where the tooth resides in three-dimensional space.
[0111] Figure 16 provides a flowchart 292 for tooth registration after bracket registration has been completed. As a
first step 294, the tooth registration process will delete the scan data that is in close vicinity to the registered bracket
model (e.g., 0.3 mm). Deleting this registered bracket data will provide a virtual tooth model having a data void. For
example, Figure 17 illustrates a screen shot 310 comprising a scan data set 312. Scan data set 312 includes scan data
for various teeth, including the subject tooth 314. Comparing the screen shot 310 of Figure 17 and the screen shot 280
of Figure 14, one can see that the registered bracket image 130 of Figure 14 has been omitted thereby creating a scan
data void 316.
[0112] Next, at step 296, the process determines whether a patient data record exists. Where the patient is a new
patient, the operator will have to initiate creating a patient data record. In this scenario, no preexisting virtual model of
the tooth 314 exists. Therefore, a digital object having a predefined geometry such as a template virtual tooth is pulled
from a digital library at step 298, preferably stored either at the back office server workstation 28 or the central server
32 (Figure 1B). Once this digital object is pulled, the process begins by registering the tooth scan data to the digital
object at step 302, similar to the process described in detail in Figures 11A-C.
[0113] If the process determines that a patient data record already exists at step 296, the virtual model for the tooth
is pulled from the data record at step 300. Once the known digital tooth model is pulled from the patient record, the
process begins to register the tooth scan data to the digital model at step 302. Once the tooth registration process has
been completed, the scan data void 316 at step 304 is filled the 3-D surface resulting from the registration process.
[0114] Figure 18 illustrates a modified screen shot 18 of what is illustrated in Figure 17. In Figure 18, the scan data
332 includes the tooth model 314 having the tooth void 316 (Figure 17) filled with registered tooth surface 334. Now that
both bracket and tooth registration has been completed, a new 3-D tooth model may be constructed. The patient data
record may now be updated with this new information. Figure 19 illustrates a virtual 3-D tooth having both a bracket
surface and tooth surface resulting from the registration process.
[0115] It is contemplated that the inventive registration system and method of registration can be used on virtually any
type of digital object of known geometry. The basic idea is that a virtual object is retrieved from memory and a registration
is performed of the stored virtual object to the scan data, and then replace the scan data with the resulting 3-D surface
from the registration. The medical field is only one example of where three - dimensional information of a surface may
be a valuable piece of information, and can be easily and quickly attained with the scanning system of the present
invention. These other possible uses of the scanner for other types of objects are considered within the scope of the
invention.
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[0116] In one disclosed arrangement, if a component of an object having a predetermined three-dimensional config-
uration is to be located with respect to the object, a registration process will be the first step in order to receive the best
fit of a digital representation of the component, retrieved from a computer memory, and the surface data acquired of the
object and its component. Having received the best fit, the next step is to utilize this result. Depending on the task to be
fulfilled, there are several options.
[0117] In one example, it is possible to simply "merge" the surfaces of the digital representation with the surfaces
acquired by the scanning process. Doing this, missing parts or intentional voids in the scan data could be completed in
order to provide a more complete representation of the object and its components than could be provided by the scan.
The result would be an improved or a complete representation of a surface of the object.
[0118] Another option would be to export the transformation matrix as a result of the registration process. For example,
other algorithms could import these data sets for further processing. For instance, if a printed circuitry board has been
scanned, it would be possible to retrieve the known digital representations of the components used on this board (e.g.,
transistors, capacitors, integrated circuits etc.) and perform a registration for each component and sub-element in order
to receive a best fit of the digital representations to the scan data. In one arrangement, the transformation matrices could
be exported to PC board layout software, thus enabling this software to arrange the components according to the scanned
PC board.
[0119] In an orthodontic application, these transformation matrices could be useful in order to design a wire that is
supposed to run through the various slots of bonded orthodontic brackets. If the brackets are being scanned, and their
location with respect to each other or with respect to the teeth is determined by the registration process, the transformation
matrices could be fed into an algorithm that has knowledge of the location of the bracket slot with respect to the local
coordinate system of the bracket. Therefore, such an algorithm could define the shape of the wire by first calculating
the location of the local bracket coordinate system by using the transformation matrix. And then in a second step, calculate
the location of the slot basing on the location of the local coordinate system.
[0120] A further option would be to export the complete component after the best fit has been received. Doing this,
the transformation matrix resulting from registration would be applied to the component, thus referencing each data point
of the component not to its local coordinate system any more, but to the global coordinate system.
[0121] Another option would be to perform this step only to portions of the component that are of particular interest.
Such a portion could be the data defining the slot of a bracket. As used herein, locating an object is therefore a general
term that is meant to refer to providing data resulting from receiving the best fit.
[0122] Variations from the illustrated techniques is contemplated without departure from the scope of the invention.
This true scope is to be ascertained by reference to the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method of constructing a virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (280, 290, 340) of an object (40), said object
(40) comprising an anatomical structure, the method comprising the steps of:

scanning said object (40); and
creating a scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102) of said object (40) from said scanning
step with the aid of a computer (16, 28),
said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102) having a first portion (104) thereof corresponding
to a scanning of the anatomical structure;
said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102) having a second portion (103) thereof corre-
sponding to scanning of a known orthodontic appliance (5) also forming a part of said object (40), said known
orthodontic appliance (5) being of a predetermined three-dimensional configuration,
wherein said second portion (103) is an incomplete and/or inaccurate virtual three-dimensional representation
of said known orthodontic appliance (5);
said method comprising the further steps of:

retrieving from a memory (76) a pre-existing three-dimensional digital model (130) corresponding to said
known orthodontic appliance (5);
registering said pre-existing three-dimensional digital model (130) to said second portion (103) of said
scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102);
forming said virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (280, 290, 340) of said object (40) from said first
portion (104) of said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102) of said object (40) by
including said registered pre-existing three-dimensional digital model (130) representing said known ortho-
dontic appliance (5) in its scanned location; and
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deleting from said virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (280, 290, 340) of said object (40) said
registered pre-existing three-dimensional digital model (130) thereby creating a data void (316), and forming
a second virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (332) of said object (40) by filling said data void (316)
with a three-dimensional surface (334) representing said object (40) without said known orthodontic appli-
ance (5).

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of storing a library of pre-existing three-dimensional digital
models (130) of orthodontic appliances (5) and selecting one of said pre-existing three-dimensional digital models
(130) of orthodontic appliances (5) for said step of registration.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of scanning is performed with a hand-held scanner (14) using a projection
pattern and an image pick-up to acquire three-dimensional information of said object (40).

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said anatomical structure comprises teeth.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said orthodontic appliance comprises an orthodontic bracket (5).

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the scanning step comprises scanning the object (40) with a scanner (14) and
thereby obtaining a first and a second two-dimensional image of the object, wherein during scanning the scanner
(14) and object (40) are moved relative to each other; wherein the step of creating the scanned virtual three dimen-
sional orthodontic model (102) of the object (40) comprises the steps of processing the first and second two-
dimensional images so as to convert these images into a data set representing a point cloud comprising individual
points, each point comprising a location in a three-dimensional coordinate system;
and wherein the registering step comprises further processing the data representing the point cloud so as to register
the point cloud to the
pre-existing three-dimensional digital model.

7. A workstation (16, 28) adapted to form a virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (280, 290, 340) of an object
(40), said object (40) comprising an anatomical structure, the workstation (16, 28) comprising:

a central processing unit (44, 74);
a memory (76) storing a scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102) of an object (40),
said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102) having a first portion (104) thereof corresponding
to a scanning of the anatomical structure;
said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102) having a first portion (103) thereof corresponding
to scanning of a known orthodontic appliance (5) forming a part of said object (40), said known orthodontic
appliance (5) being of predetermined three-dimensional configuration,
wherein said second portion (103) is an incomplete and/or inaccurate virtual three-dimensional representation
of said known orthodontic appliance (5);
said memory (76) further storing a pre-existing three-dimensional digital model (130) corresponding to said
known orthodontic appliance (5);
said memory (76) also further storing executable software which when run on the central processing unit (44,
74) cause said central processing unit (44, 74) to be operable to:

register said pre-existing three-dimensional digital model (130) to said second portion (103) of said scanned
virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102);
form said virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (280, 290, 340) of said object (40) from said first
portion (104) of said scanned virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (102) of said object (40) by
including said registered pre-existing three dimensional digital model (130) representing said known ortho-
dontic appliance (5) in its scanned location; and
delete from said virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (280, 290, 340) of said object (40) said regis-
tered pre-existing three-dimensional digital model (130) to thereby create a data void (316), and form a
second virtual three-dimensional orthodontic model (332) of said object (40) by filling said data void (316)
with a three-dimensional surface (334) representing said object (40) without said known orthodontic appli-
ance (5).

8. The workstation (16, 28) of claim 7, wherein said memory (76) further comprises a library of pre-existing three-
dimensional digital models (130) of orthodontic appliances (5) and one of said pre-existing three-dimensional digital
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models (130) of orthodontic appliances (5) is selected for registering said pre-existing three-dimensional digital
model (130) to said first portion (103).

9. The workstation (16, 28) of claim 7, wherein said anatomical structure comprises teeth.

10. The workstation (16, 28) of claim 9, wherein said orthodontic appliance comprises an orthodontic bracket (5).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Erstellen eines virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Models (280, 290, 340) eines
Gegenstands(40), wobei der Gegenstand (40) eine anatomische Struktur aufweist und das Verfahren folgende
Schritte umfasst:

Scannen bzw. Abtasten des Gegenstands (40); und
Erzeugen eines gescannten virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Models (102) eines Gegen-
stands (40) durch den Scanvorgang bzw. -Schritt mit Hilfe eines Computers (16, 28),
wobei das gescannte virtuelle dreidimensionale kieferorthopädische Model (102) einen ersten Abschnitt (104)
umfasst, das einem Scannen der anatomischen Struktur entspricht;
wobei das gescannte virtuelle dreidimensionale kieferorthopädische Model (102) einen zweiten Abschnitt (103)
umfasst, das dem Scannen einer bekannten kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtung (5) entspricht, die auch einen
Abschnitt des Gegenstands (40) bildet, wobei die bekannte kieferorthopädische Vorrichtung (5) eine vorgege-
bene dreidimensionale Anordnung aufweist,
wobei der zweite Abschnitt (103) eine unvollständige und/oder ungenaue virtuelle dreidimensionale Darstellung
der bekannten kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtung (5) ist;
wobei das Verfahren ferner die Schritte umfasst:

Abrufen aus einem Speicher eines vorher vorhandenen dreidimensionalen digitalen Models (130), das der
bekannten kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtung (5) entspricht;
Registrieren des vorher vorhandenen dreidimensionalen digitalen Models (130) zu dem zweiten Abschnitt
(103) des gescannten virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Models (102);
Bilden des virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Models (280, 290, 340) des Gegenstands
(40) aus dem ersten Abschnitt (104) des gescannten virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen
Models (102) des Gegenstands (40) durch Einbeziehen des registrierten vorher vorhandenen dreidimen-
sionalen digitalen Models (130), das die bekannte kieferorthopädische Vorrichtung (5) in seiner gescannten
Lage darstellt; und
Löschen des registrierten vorher vorhandenen dreidimensionalen digitalen Models (130) aus dem virtuellen
dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Model (280, 290, 340) des Gegenstands (40), wodurch eine Da-
tenlücke (316) geschaffen wird, und Bilden eines zweiten virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen
Models (332) des Gegenstands (40) durch Füllen der Datenlücke (316) mit einer dreidimensionalen Fläche
(334), die den Gegenstand (40) ohne die bekannte kieferorthopädische Vorrichtung abbildet bzw. darstellt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner die Schritte des Speicherns einer Sammlung von vorher vorhandenen
dreidimensionalen digitalen Modellen (130) von kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtungen (5) umfasst, und das Auswählen
eines der vorher vorhandenen dreidimensionalen digitalen Modelle (130) der kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtung (5)
für den Schritt des Registrierens.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Scanvorgang mit einem tragbaren Scanner (14), der ein Projektionsmuster
und einen Bildabtaster verwendet, durchgeführt wird, um dreidimensionale Informationen des Gegenstands (40) zu
erhalten.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die anatomische Struktur Zähne umfasst.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die kieferorthopädische Vorrichtung eine kieferorthopädische Klammer(5) um-
fasst.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Scanvorgang das Scannen des Gegenstands (40) mit einem Scanner (14)
umfasst und man dadurch ein erstes und ein zweites zweidimensionales Bild des Gegenstands erhält , wobei
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während dem Scannen der Scanner (14) und der Gegenstand (40) relativ zueinander bewegt werden; wobei der
Vorgang des Bildens des gescannten virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Models (102) des Gegen-
stands (40) den Schritt des Verarbeitens des ersten und zweiten zweidimensionalen Bildes umfasst, um diese Bilder
in einen Datensatz umzuformen, der eine Punkthäufung darstellt, welche individuelle Punkte aufweist, wobei jeder
Punkt eine Lage in dem dreidimensionalen Koordinatensystem aufweist;
und wobei das Registrieren ferner die Verarbeitung der Daten umfasst, die die Punktehäufung darstellen, um die
Punktehäufung zu dem vorher vorhandenen dreidimensionalen digitalen Model zu registrieren.

7. Arbeitsplatz bzw. Arbeitsplatzrechner (16, 28), der ausgebildet ist, um ein virtuelles dreidimensionaleskieferortho-
pädisches Model (280, 290, 340) eines Gegenstands (40) zu bilden, wobei der Gegenstand (40) eine anatomische
Struktur aufweist und der Arbeitsplatzrechner (16, 28) aufweist:

eine Zentraleinheit bzw. CPU (44, 74);
einen Speicher (76) zum Speichern eines gescannten virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Models
(102) eines Gegenstands (40),
wobei das gescannte virtuelle dreidimensionale kieferorthopädische Model (102) einen ersten Abschnitt (104)
aufweist, der einem Scannen der anatomischen Struktur entspricht;
das gescannte virtuelle dreidimensionale kieferorthopädische Model (102) einen zweiten Abschnitt (103) auf-
weist, der einem Scannen einer bekannten kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtung (5) entspricht, die einen Teil des
Gegenstands (40) bildet, wobei die bekannte kieferorthopädische Vorrichtung (5) eine vorgegebene dreidimen-
sionale Anordnung bzw. Konfiguration aufweist,
wobei der zweite Abschnitt (103) eine unvollständige und/oder ungenaue virtuelle dreidimensionale Darstellung
der bekannten kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtung (5) ist;
wobei der Speicher (76) ferner ein vorher vorhandenes dreidimensionales digitales Model (130) speichert, das
der bekannten kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtung (5)entspricht;
wobei der Speicher (76) ferner auch eine ausführbare Software speichert, die, wenn auf der Zentraleinheit (44,
74) ausgeführt, die Zentraleinheit (44, 74) dazu veranlasst:

das vorher vorhandene dreidimensionale digitale Model (130) zu dem zweiten Abschnitt (103) des ges-
cannten virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Models (102) zu registrieren;
das virtuelle dreidimensionale kieferorthopädische Model (280, 290, 340) des Gegenstands (40) aus dem
ersten Abschnitt (104) des gescannten virtuellen dreidimensionalen kieferorthopädischen Models (102)
des Gegenstands (40) durch Einbeziehen des registrierten vorher vorhandenen dreidimensionalen digitalen
Models (130), das die bekannte kieferorthopädische Vorrichtung (5) in seiner gescannten Lage darstellt,
zu bilden; und
das registrierte vorher vorhandene dreidimensionale digitale Model (130)aus dem virtuellen dreidimensio-
nalen kieferorthopädischen Model (280, 290, 340) des Gegenstands (40) zu löschen, damit eine Datenlücke
(316) geschaffen wird, und ein zweites virtuelles dreidimensionales kieferorthopädisches Model (332) des
Gegenstands (40) durch Füllen der Datenlücke (316) mit einer dreidimensionalen Fläche (334), die den
Gegenstand (40) ohne die bekannte kieferorthopädische Vorrichtung darstellt, zu bilden.

8. Arbeitsplatzrechner (16, 28) nach Anspruch 7, wobei der Speicher (76) ferner eine Sammlung von vorher vorhan-
denen dreidimensionalen digitalen Modellen (130) von kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtungen (5) aufweist, und eines
der vorher vorhandenen dreidimensionalen digitalen Modelle (130) von kieferorthopädischen Vorrichtungen (5) für
das Registrieren des vorher vorhandenen dreidimensionalen digitalen Modells (130) zu dem ersten Abschnitt (103)
ausgewählt wird.

9. Arbeitsplatzrechner (16, 28) nach Anspruch 7, wobei die anatomische Struktur Zähne umfasst.

10. Arbeitsplatzrechner (16, 28) nach Anspruch 9, wobei die kieferorthopädische Vorrichtung eine kieferorthopädische
Klammer umfasst.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour construire une modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel (280, 290, 340) d’un objet (40), ledit objet
(40) comportant une structure anatomique, le procédé comportant les étapes consistant à :
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balayer ledit objet (40) ; et
créer une modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel (102) dudit objet (40) à partir de ladite étape de balayage
à l’aide d’un ordinateur (16, 28),
ledit modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) ayant une première partie (104) de celui-ci
correspondant à un balayage de la structure anatomique ;
ledit modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) ayant une seconde partie (103) de celui-ci
correspondant à un balayage d’un appareil orthodontique connu (5) formant également une partie dudit objet
(40),
ledit appareil orthodontique connu (5) étant d’une configuration tridimensionnelle prédéterminée,
dans lequel ladite seconde partie (103) est une représentation tridimensionnelle virtuelle incomplète et/ou im-
précises dudit appareil orthodontique connu (5) ;
ledit procédé comportant les étapes supplémentaires consistant à :

récupérer à partir d’une mémoire (76) un modèle numérique tridimensionnel préexistant (130) correspondant
audit appareil orthodontique connu (5) ;
enregistrer ledit modèle numérique tridimensionnel préexistant (130) dans ladite seconde partie (103) dudit
modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) ; former ledit modèle orthodontique tridimension-
nel virtuel (280, 290, 340) dudit objet (40) à partir de ladite première partie (104) dudit modèle orthodontique
tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) dudit objet (40) en incluant ledit modèle numérique tridimensionnel
préexistant enregistré (130) représentant ledit appareil orthodontique connu (5) dans son emplacement
balayé ; et
supprimer dudit modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel (280, 290, 340) dudit objet (40) ledit modèle
numérique tridimensionnel préexistant enregistré (130) de manière à créer un vide de données (316) et
former un second modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel (332) dudit objet (40) en remplissant ledit
vide de données (316) à l’aide d’une surface tridimensionnelle (334) représentant ledit objet (40) sans.ledit
appareil orthodontique connu (5).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comportant en outre les étapes consistant à mémoriser une bibliothèque de
modèles numériques tridimensionnels préexistants (130) d’appareils orthodontiques (5) et à sélectionner l’un desdits
modèles numériques tridimensionnels préexistants (130) d’appareils orthodontiques (5) pour ladite étape d’enre-
gistrement.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite étape de balayage est exécutée à l’aide d’un numériseur à
balayage manuel (14) en utilisant un modèle de projection et une capture d’images pour acquérir des informations
tridimensionnelles dudit objet (40).

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite structure anatomique comporte des dents.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit appareil orthodontique comporte un bracket orthodontique (5).

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape de balayage comporte le balayage de l’objet (40) à l’aide d’un
numériseur à balayage (14) et obtenant ainsi une première et une seconde image bidimensionnelle de l’objet, dans
lequel pendant le balayage, le numériseur à balayage (14) et l’objet (40) sont déplacés l’un par rapport à l’autre ;
dans lequel l’étape consistant à créer le modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) de l’objet (40)
comporte les étapes consistant à traiter les première et seconde images bidimensionnelles de manière à convertir
ces images en.un ensemble de données représentant un nuage de points comportant des points individuels, chaque
point comportant un emplacement dans un système de coordonnées tridimensionnel ;
et dans lequel l’étape d’enregistrement comporte en outre de traiter des données représentant le nuage de points
de manière à enregistrer le nuage de points dans le modèle numérique tridimensionnel préexistant.

7. Station de travail (16, 28) adaptée pour former un modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel (280, 290, 340) d’un
objet (40), ledit objet (40) comportant une structure anatomique, la station de travail (16, 28) comportant :

une unité centrale de traitement (44, 74) ;
une mémoire (76) mémorisant un modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) d’un objet (40),
ledit modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) ayant une première partie (104) de celui-ci
correspondant à un balayage de la structure anatomique ;
ledit modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) ayant une première partie (103) de celui-ci
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correspondant au balayage d’un appareil orthodontique connu (5) formant une partie dudit objet (40), ledit
appareil orthodontique connu (5) étant d’une configuration tridimensionnelle prédéterminée,
dans laquelle ladite seconde partie (103) est une représentation tridimensionnelle virtuelle incomplète et/ou
imprécise dudit appareil orthodontique connu (5) ;
ladite mémoire (76) mémorisant en outre un modèle numérique tridimensionnel préexistant (130) correspondant
audit appareil orthodontique connu (5) ;
ladite mémoire (76) mémorisant également en outre un logiciel exécutable lequel, lorsque exécuté sur l’unité
centrale de traitement (44, 74) amène ladite unité centrale de traitement (44, 74) à être opérationnelle pour :

enregistrer ledit modèle numérique tridimensionnel préexistant (130) dans ladite seconde partie (103) dudit
modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) ;
former ledit modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel (280, 290, 340) dudit objet (40) à partir de ladite
première partie (104) dudit modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel balayé (102) dudit objet (40) en
incluant ledit modèle numérique tridimensionnel préexistant enregistré (130) représentant ledit appareil
orthodontique connu (5) dans son emplacement balayé ; et
supprimer dudit modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel (280, 290, 340) dudit objet (40) ledit modèle
numérique tridimensionnel préexistant enregistré (130) de manière à créer un vide de données (316) et
former un second modèle orthodontique tridimensionnel virtuel (332) dudit objet (40) en remplissant ledit
vide de données (316) à l’aide d’une surface tridimensionnelle (334) représentant ledit objet (40) sans ledit
appareil orthodontique connu (5).

8. Station de travail (16, 28) selon la revendication 7, dans laquelle ladite mémoire (76) comporte en outre une biblio-
thèque de modèles numériques tridimensionnels préexistants (130) d’appareils orthodontiques (5) et l’un desdits
modèles numériques tridimensionnels préexistants (130) d’appareils orthodontiques (5) est sélectionné pour enre-
gistrer ledit modèle numérique tridimensionnel existant (130) dans ladite première partie (103).

9. Station de travail (16, 28) selon la revendication 7, dans laquelle ladite structure anatomique comporte des dents.

10. Station de travail (16, 28) selon la revendication 9, dans laquelle ledit appareil orthodontique comporte un bracket
orthodontique (5).
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